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Connected everywhere
An entire network of public venues

One of the biggest challenges public venues have with
providing wireless Internet access is over saturation
of the network, especially with expansive coverage
areas like stadiums and conference centers. The problem is the result of not being able to properly manage
user access. When a public venue has a large crowd,
for example, Internet providers find it difficult to
guarantee quality service for everyone, which is why
so many are coming to Endian for help!
Sports leagues are looking to deliver a complimentary
mobile applications for an enhanced in-game experience, trade shows need to provide vendors Internet
access, shopping centers want to advertise local
businesses specials and all of this is possible with
Endian’s new dedicated series of Hotspot products.

Recommended for

Benefits for the reseller
Straightforward pricing and product options
Easy set-up & configuration
Robust & highly stable software
Top tier technical support
Technical and sales training programs for all skill levels

Benefits for the Hotspot Manager
Easy to manage with self-registration
Multiple user ticket types (paid/free,
bandwidth, time, etc)
Advertising & branding opportunities
Secure for both user and business
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Endian Hotspot for Public Venues
Provide Easy and Secure Internet Access
for Any Device

Ensure Network Protection Through a
Robust Stateful Firewall

In a crowded place, a large number of miscellaneous
Internet-connected devices is to be expected. When the
managing organization is able to provide easy and secure Internet access to any of them, the users’ experience
increases dramatically.

In order to keep the network safe from intrusions and attacks,
it is of critical importance to protect it with an effective
product. The easier a product is to use, then the easier it is
to use well, which is why Endian clients have some of the
worlds most protected networks!

Create Different Internet Connection
Options Based on Traffic

Collect Users’ Access Data to Spread
Effective Marketing Campaigns

During the daytime, the flux of people that pass by a public
place can be very different from night. With this in mind, it
is to the venue’s advantage to create different navigation
tickets based on the bandwidth needs of those respective
time slots.

Operating with the users’ express consent, it is possible to
leverage the Hotspot access data (email and/or telephone
number) for marketing purposes, targeting them with tailored marketing campaigns for constant contact and brand
development.

Customize the Hotspot Captive Portal
All of us know the importance of a good first impression,
and that is why immediately showing your available services and promotions provides a tremendous opportunity
for both the business and consumer! Now you can use the
Hotspot access portal to catch the users’s attention and
generate revenue.

Endian Hotspot Hardware Comparison
Hotspot 150

Hotspot 500

Hotspot 1500

Available Subscriptions (user)

up to 150

up to 500

up to 1,500

Throughput

250 Mbit/s

500 Mbit/s

3 Gbit/s

300,000

500,000

2,500,000

Concurrent Sessions
Case
Dimensions

Desktop

Rack 1U

Rack 1U

44mm x 232mm x 153mm

44mm x 430mm x 260mm

44mm x 430mm x 400mm

Weight

1.1 kg

5 kg

8 kg

Memory

1 GB

4 GB

8 GB

Storage

1x 320 GB HDD

2x 320 GB HDD Raid

2x 500 GB HDD Raid

Networking

4x Gigabit Ethernet

6x Gigabit Ethernet

8x Gigabit Ethernet

LAN Bypass

-

2 Pairs

4 Pairs

40W External

65W Internal

250W Internal

Fans

Fans

Fans

Power Supply
Cooling
LCD Display
Hardware Warranty
Certifications

-

Yes

Yes

included in maintenance

included in maintenance

included in maintenance

FCC/CE/RoHS

FCC/CE/RoHS

FCC/CE/RoHS
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